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double their representation; the party experts and the propaganda
agent in chief Goebbels hoped for fifty seats; as the fight pro-
gressed eighty appeared to be not too optimistic a forecast; the
final result gave them one hundred and seven seats—the most
startling and unexpected electoral success won under the Republic.
As it surveyed the final figures, the government had as little
difficulty in appreciating the extent and significance of its defeat
as it had in minimizing it. Judgment depended entirely on what
figures one used and how one used them. Thanks to the mathe-
matically perfect electoral system, even with an exceedingly heavy
poll the relative strengths of parties and combinations had with
that one exception not greatly altered. Eighty-two per cent of the
electors voted. Of the total poll the percentage of the Left parties
was 4 less than their percentage at the last election (Socialists
down 6-3 per cent; Communists up 2-3 per cent). The Left poll
was up by half a million and was still 37-2 per cent of the total.
They had 143 and 77 seats respectively in a house of 577 members.
The Centrist-Bavarian poll was equally up5 their percentage
slightly down and they had increased the number of their seats
to 68 and 19. The Democrats with 20, the Populists with 30
seats had suffered heavy loss; the Economic party had held its
23 seats. But the total poll of these three parties had fallen on
an increased poll by nearly a million and a half, a very serious
loss. On the Right, what had been the proud Nationalist party of
old had gone into the fight in no fewer than nine parties. Thanks
to his organizing genius Hugenberg had consolidated his position
and came back at the head of a compact little party of forty-one.,
having actually improved on the position he had occupied just
before the dissolution and done considerably better than either
the rebel parties or the government had expected him to do.
So far the results were normal and could have been prophesied
by any close student of the electoral changes since 1919. But all
calculations were upset by the astounding rise of the National
Socialist poll from 810,000 to 63401,000 to let it become the
second largest party in parliament. The total poll had risen by
over four and a quarter million. The defeat of the middle-class
parties was therefore far greater than the figures at first suggested.

